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WHERE DO THE LUNATICS WHO OCCUPY THE AIRWAVES OF LATE
NIGHT RADIO COME FROM? WHEREVER THEY CAME FROM, IT’S
HIGHLY LIKELY THAT AT ONE TIME OR ANOTHER THEY PASSED
THROUGH OR WILL PASS THROUGH THE TINY FARM TOWN OF
KEMPTON, ILLINOIS – WHERE THE INCREDIBLE LEGACY OF
RICHARD KIENINGER LIVES ON TODAY.
E.P. Grondine
@copyright 2006-2014 ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

PART 1, IN WHICH RICHARD STEALS A
“RELIGION”,
INSERTS HIMSELF AS MESSIAH,
FOUNDS HIS OWN TOWN,
AND IS THEN THROWN OUT OF IT
FOR HIS MULTIPLE SEXUAL PREDATIONS
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May 6, 2000 KEMPTON, ILLINOIS Sunday, May 6, 2000 was a beautiful spring
day among the lush corn and soy fields of Central Illinois.
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This presented David Hatcher Childress, the owner of Adventures Unlimited Press,
with something of a problem.
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For the last 14 years David had been selling books by his business partner
RICHARD KIENINGER, books in which Richard claimed that Illinois would be
sunk under the ocean on this particular Sunday afternoon. David had sold thousands
and thousands of copies of Richard’s books, and Richard and his other friends and
business partners had gone on late night radio shows preaching their apocalypse to
sleep-less millions for over a decade.

But on this particular sunny Sunday afternoon the corn fields were high and dry, and
David had three housefuls of very hung-over guests wanting to know what had gone
wrong. David got on the telephone and gave Richard a call, in mock anger
demanding that he explain it to them.1
Richard told them that it was all their fault. Since they had not completed their tasks,
the “Archons” who rule the planets of our solar system had simply changed their
plans. There would be no pole shift.2 I will note that from their point of view, the
rest of mankind must be thankful that both they and Richard failed so completely in
carrying out their “tasks”.
5
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Richard Kieninger had saved the world.

STELLE
If you ask DAVID HATCHER CHILDRESS why he set up Adventures Unlimited
Press, the largest distributor of fringe literature and videos in the United States, in the
small farm town of Kempton, Illinois, he may tell you that he had some friends living
nearby who were trying to live off the grid, and that when he visited with them he
found some very cheap real estate nearby.3 That is not exactly the entire truth...
Kempton (population 235), the current home of Adventures Unlimited Press, is the
town closest to Stelle4, and Stelle was where David was living when he founded his
book distributorship.5 Stelle itself had been founded by cult6 leader RICHARD
KIENINGER, self proclaimed re-incarnation of Egyptian Pharaoh Akhenaton and
Jewish King David, liar, thief, and sexual predator extraordinaire.

RICHARD KIENINGER
6
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Although David will not talk about it today, the reason why David's friends in Stelle
were trying to live off the grid is because they expected the grid to collapse on May
5, 2000, when a shift of the Earth's crust caused by rotational imbalances due to the
accumulation of ice at its poles would kill 90 percent of all the people living on the
planet. David’s friends also believed that after this "pole shift" the imaginary lost
continent of "Lemuria" would re-emerge from the Pacific Ocean, and that Richard
Kieninger would go there and rule, taking along with him his still living loyal
followers...7

RICHARD KIENINGER (1927-2001) stole most of the material for The Ultimate
Frontier (1963), the book he used to found his cult, from the LEMURIAN
FELLOWSHIP, with which he studied from during the 1950's until they threw him
out in 1963 for stealing their religion for the second time.8
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In his book The Ultimate Frontier, Kieninger would claim that the Lemurian
Fellowship's "teachings" had been revealed to him directly by mysterious "astral"
visitors, including prominently a "Dr. White" and a “Berkeley”. There is little
question that the “Dr. White” whose materials Kieninger used in crafting his cult was
none other than the Los Angeles physician DR. GEORGE STARR WHITE (born
1866), who had specialized in alternative palliative therapies for incurable diseases,
in particular tuberculosis, cancer, enlarged prostate glands, cancer of the prostate,
syphilis, and gonorrhea. At the turn of the twentieth century Dr. White’s practice in
Los Angeles had been one of the largest clienteles in the United States.9
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While Kieninger claimed in The Ultimate Frontier that “Dr. White” had appeared to
him personally in 1939 on his twelfth birthday, what seems more likely is that young
Richard discovered Dr. White’s exercises for strengthening eyesight while looking
for a way of treating his own worsening near-sightedness, which had led to him
being bullied by the other boys living in his neighborhood.10
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As far Kieninger’s childhood religious training went, both of his parents had
abandoned Christianity; his mother because a Lutheran pastor had sexually molested
her, and his father because of the corruption of the Catholic priests in Chicago’s
wards. Before his discovery of Dr. George White’s works, Richard had been a
precociously intelligent youth and an atheist with a strong interest in science, and his
placement into higher grade levels had already led to further isolation from other
children. 11 Given his background, to say that young Richard’s reading of Dr. White’s
writings must have had a profound effect on him would be something of an
understatement.
But the principle and the main influence on Richard Kieninger in the creation of his
fraud was the LEMURIAN FELLOWSHIP, which had been founded in 1936 by DR.
(of osteopathy) ROBERT D. STELLE (1881-1952). and HOWARD JOHN ZITKO
(Zitgo var. sp.) (1911-2003).12 At the time they founded their religion Howard Zitko
and Robert Stelle claimed to have acquired the teachings of the lost continent of Mu
in papers which Zitko found in either his aunt's or his uncle's attic, depending on
which story you hear.13 Later in his life Howard Zitko would “admit” that instead of
having found papers in his aunt or uncle’s attic, he had studied various American
spiritualist movements for some decades prior to writing the Lemurian Fellowship’s
Teaching Lessons.14
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AUGUSTUS LEPLONGEON
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In fact the exact sources for Richard’s and Stelle and Zitko’s fraud can be traced
back to the 1870’s in a very direct line, for if one looks closely at “Lemuria”, the
creatures feeding there may be seen in detail. Those looking for the origin of the
sacred science, hyper-diffusion, and the nonsense chronology which feature so
prominently in all of today's “new age” religions and "alternative archaeologies”
need look no further than the mistakes 15 of the Catholic priest ABBÉ CHARLES
ETIENNE BRASSEUR DE BOURBOURG (1814-1874) and in particular the
insanity of his colleague AUGUSTUS LE PLONGEON (1826-1908).
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ABBE CHARLES ETIENNE BRASSEUR DE BOURBOURG
Brasseur and Le Plungeon had been trained in France before the phonetic
decipherment of Egyptian hieroglyphic writing by Champollion was completely
accepted, a time when some French scholars produced entirely imaginary “symbolic”
readings of Egyptian hieroglyphic writings.16 Brasseur and Le Plongeon extended
15
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their technique of “symbolic” reading to the newly discovered Mayan hieroglyphs
and produced entirely imaginary readings of Mayan writings, such as their
Manuscrit Troano, études sur le système graphique et la langue des Mayas (18691871). THUS BRASSEUR AND LEPLONGEON’S OWN IMAGINATIONS ARE
THE ULTIMATE SOURCE FOR ALL OF THE NONSENSE WHICH
FOLLOWED.
As early as 1860 Brasseur had developed a theory that civilization had spread from
the New World to the Old17, and in his own works Brasseur’s colleague Augustus Le
Plongeon would extend his hypothesis to argue that a “root race” had emigrated from
the Yucatan to “Atlantis” and then on to Egypt. Since Plato had written that Atlantis
had sank over 10,000 years ago, Le Plongeon used Plato’s date for the sinking of
“Atlantis” to put in place the first part of his “chronology”, a chronology which has
been used by all succeeding “spiritualists” and “hyper-diffusionists” ever since.18

AUGUSTUS LEPLONGEON
Further, Augustus Le Plongeon was a Mason of the Rosicrucian order, as well as a
“doctor” who practiced “electro-hydrographic” therapy, and he and his wife Alice
would add her own occultist/spiritualist lore to Brasseur’s existing imagined history.
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AUGUSTUS AND ALICE IN THE FIELD

22 YEAR OLD ALICE LEPLONGEON – NICE GOING, AUGUSTUS
17
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Le Plongeon was so mentally disturbed that while he was in Peru photographing
archaeological remains he wrote several pamphlets denouncing the local Catholic
priests, and while he was in Mexico excavating at the ruins of Chichen Itza he
persuaded the local Maya people that he was the reincarnation of an earlier
“bearded” visitor of theirs.19

As Le Plongeon put it fairly concisely in his 1876 work Sacred Mysteries among the
Mayas and the Quiches, 11,500 years ago. Their relation to the sacred mysteries of
Egypt, Greece, Chaldea and India. Free Masonry in times anterior to the Temple
of Solomon: “I will endeavour to show you that the ancient sacred mysteries,[and]
the origin of Freemasonry consequently, date back from a period far more remote
than the most sanguine students of its history ever imagined. I will try to trace their
18
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origin, step by step, to this continent which we inhabit - to America - from where
Maya colonists transported their ancient religious rites and ceremonies not only to
the banks of the Nile, but to those of the Euphrates, and the shores of the Indian
Ocean, not less than 11,500 years ago."20

BLAVATSKY AND “ASCENDED MASTERS”
19
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The first con artist/cult leader, or “synthesizer” as some modern religious scholars
put it too politely, who profited from Le Plongeon and his wife Alice’s delusions was
MADAME BLAVATSKY, the former HELENA PETROVNA HAHN (18311891).21 In 1848 Hahn fled from her native Russia to escape from an arranged
marriage with an older man, and during her wanderings in Europe she was
introduced to the teachings of the English group the HERMETIC ORDER OF
LUXOR. This group had been assembled by individuals who also claimed Masonic
Rosicrucian contacts, as did Le Plongeon, and they also proclaimed a doctrine of
reincarnation, but in addition they claimed a special relationship with certain
“ascended masters” who had favored them with special insights. So far, so bad, but
the founders of the Hermetic Order of Luxor had gone on to combine this rather
delusional doctrine with the horrendously bad geology of one SAMPSON ARNOLD
MACKEY, who had concluded after a study of the shifts in the ancient zodiac that
the Earth’s poles had shifted due to the rotational imbalances caused by ice
accumulations at the poles. In point of physical fact, no amount of ice accumulating
at the poles would be able to generate the physical force required to shift the Earth’s
crust to such a degree.22
Under the influence of the Hermetic Order of Luxor, Hahn left England for Cairo,
Egypt, where she created her first religion. When her attempt to found a religion
failed there, Hahn moved to New York City, where in 1875 she made another
attempt to found a religion, this time THEOSOPHY.
While Helena Hahn’s later contacts with the Augustus Le Plongeon and his wife
Alice are quite well known and documented23, the earliest date of her first contact
with them is not. In any event, LePlongeon’s earlier “Mu” somehow now became
“LEMURIA” in the Pacific Ocean, and “Atlantis” was returned to its former place in
the Atlantic Ocean. The name “Lemuria” which Hahn appropriated for her new
concoction had been developed in 1864 by the respected English biologist Philip L.
Sclater to describe a land bridge between India and Madagascar which sank 225
million years ago.24 Hahn’s insertion of Lemuria into the LePlongeon’s confused
mess may be laid to the German biologist Ernst Haekel, who had suggested that man
might have evolved on Lemuria, a suggestion which had apparently been picked up
by Augustus and Alice.25
Unfortunately for Haekel and Hahn’s hypothesis, Lemuria had sunk hundreds of
millions of years before man evolved. However, this was not known at the time, and
either Hahn, Augustus, or his wife Alice now added another “root race” to Brasseur’s
“root race” coming from “Atlantis”, this time a “root race” coming from
“Lemuria”.26 Another sure sign of Augustus and Alice’s influence on Hahn is the
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role which she gave in her confection “Theosophy” to the Rosicrucian Mason Count
de Saint Germain.
Hahn, now calling herself MADAME BLAVATSKY, found more success with the
residents of New York than she had had with those of Cairo: after all, while the
residents of Cairo had been watching religious frauds come and go for thousands and
thousands of years, this was all new in New York. Following the financial success of
her THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY concoction, Hahn took the money and ran,
spending the rest of her life living in India.

HARVEY SPENCER LEWIS
A second con artist/cult leader who profited from Augustus and Alice’s delusions
was their fellow New Yorker HARVEY SPENCER LEWIS (1883-1939). Lewis
was a newspaper illustrator who had sold articles on spiritualism, and in 1902 he
joined the New York Institute for Psychical Research. His activities must have
brought Lewis into contact with the Le Plongeon’s, leading to Lewis’s claim of
receiving a “doctorate” from a “French Rosicrucian” in 1904. 27
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Lewis would go on to found the ANCIENT MYSTIC ORDER OF THE
ROSICRUCIANS in 1915, and in a new twist he began to sell the A.M.O.R.C.’s
“mystic doctrine” through mail order, with his advertisements for the answers to all
of life’s mysteries appearing in cheap pulp magazines. Ah, if it were only that easy.
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The third major con artist/cult leader to profit from Augustus and Alice Le
Plongeon’s delusions was LILIAN V. BENSE of Portland, Oregon. In 1905, the year
following the awarding of Lewis’s Rosicrucian “Doctorate”, Bense had her book A
Dweller on Two Planets printed by the Baumgardt Publishing Company of Los
Angeles. Ostensibly written by the “ascended master” “Phylos the Thibetan’ through
Frederick Spencer Oliver, the deceased 14 year old son of a friend of Lilian’s, this
book was the production of Lilian Bense herself, who took the manuscript of it to
Oliver’s mother.28 For reasons not clear, Bense’s book A Dweller on Two Planets
became a runaway success, and the stage was set for four following frauds, including
those of Richard Kieninger and David Hatcher Childress.
How essential was Bense’s 1905 book "A Dweller on Two Planets"29 to Robert
Stelle and Howard Zitko’s later Lemurian Fellowship fraud, which Richard
Kieninger would steal later? In 1940 Zitko and Stelle would go so far as to turn out
their own version of Bense’s work in partnership with her, the modestly entitled An
Earth Dweller’s Return, by Philos the Thibetan Theo-Christian (ascribed to
Frederick Spencer Oliver), in collaboration with Holtam-Kemistrus-Zonus-Mol Lang
of the order of Azarean; The Amanunensis: Isscher; The Compiler: Beth Nimrai
(Lilian V. Bense); The Commentator: The Lemurian Counselor (Robert Stelle); The
Editor: The Lemurian Scribe (Howard Zitko).30 Stelle’s, Zitko’s, and Bense’s
identities are known from the Library of Congress card catalogue, wherein they set
out the copyright information on their fraud, in other words how the money was to be
split up amongst them.
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BAIRD T. SPAULDING
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The creation by Zitko and Stelle of their own fraud, or “synthesis” as some religious
scholars put it far too politely, was not direct. Instead it seems to have been
immediately inspired by the runaway success and sudden exposure of con artist/cult
leader BAIRD T. SPALDING.

Before Spalding published his books “Life and Teaching of the Masters of the Far
East” (1924) and “India Tour Lessons” (1935-1936) he traveled around California
claiming that he had the secret of a camera which could image past events, and if
there were any “ascended masters” with whom Spalding had studied, it was most
likely the English conmen WILLIAM MAPLEBECK and ROBERT STOOKES, the
original creators of this particular fraud.31
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After his camera of the past con ran its course, Spalding needed a new one, so lifting
from Lilian Bense’s book "A Dweller on Two Planets", he lied and claimed to have
visited India in 1897 and gained mystical wisdom there.32 Spalding obtained wide
success with this new con, but in 1935 Spalding was cornered by some of his
followers into leading them on a trip to India to visit these “ascended masters”. When
the “ascended masters” failed to show up, Spalding abandoned his followers there.33

BAIRD T. SPALDING ON HIS WAY TO INDIA
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THE THEOSOPHIST CAMPUS IN SAN DIEGO
Baird T. Spalding’s rather public failure left the reincarnation religion business wide
open for others. In 1936, the year following the collapse of Spalding’s fraud,
ROBERT DUNHAM STELLE (1881-1952), the author in Chicago in 1929 of
American Studio of Salesmanship: Extension course in the Art and Science of
Selling and in 1930 of Promotion Plus for the Chicago’s Walton School of
Commerce, was living in San Diego. Blavatsky’s (Helena Hahn’s) followers also had
a complex there.34 That same year, 1936, Stelle published a book he titled The
Pursuit of Happiness which he assigned to a ”UNIVERSITY MYSTAI
LEMURIA”.35
By October of 1936 Stelle had left San Diego and moved in with HOWARD JOHN
ZITKO (Zitgo var. sp.) (1911-2003), who was living at 1714 N. 69th St. in
Wauwatosa, Wisconsin.36 In Wisconsin Stelle and Zitko would turn out the
LEMURIAN FELLOWSHIP’s Teaching Lessons between December, 1936 and
October, 1937; these paralleled Baird T. Spalding’s “India Tour Lessons”.
Significantly, Howard John Zitko would file the copyright claims for these Teaching
Lessons. 37
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While Dr. (of osteopathy) ROBERT D. STELLE would lie and claim to have
traveled extensively through South America and the Pacific islands38, what is known
is that he lifted (“synthesized” or “stole”) much of the "historical" material for the
Lemurian Fellowship from English occultist JAMES CHURCHWARD's books "The
Lost Continent of Mu” (1926) and "Children of Mu" (1931). Churchward himself
had gone into the book business after failing as the manager of a tea plantation in
Ceylon.39 Not coincidentally, Churchward was another close friend of Augustus and
Alice Le Plongeon40, and Churchward admitted that he wrote all of his books based
on materials which Augustus Le Plongeon had personally given to him: "Before the
death of Dr. Le Plongeon he gave the writer his unpublished notes and translations
for copy; so that what I say comes principally from the result of Dr. Le Plongeon's
twelve years among the ruins." 41
It also is very likely that while “Dr.” Robert Stelle practiced “medicine” in San
Francisco from 1904 to 1906 he had become intimately familiar with the writings of
the Los Angeles physician Dr. George Starr White, who was practicing Le
Plongeon’s “electro-hydropathic” therapies in Los Angeles at the same time.
In his book The Ultimate Frontier RICHARD KIENINGER did not reveal his debts
to any of these people42, but he would later tell his followers that he knew of only
one ”black mentalist”, “Frederick Spencer Oliver” (which is to say “Phylos”, in
other words Lilian V. Bense), whose book they were not to read, and he also would
instruct his followers not to read James Churchward's books, claiming that
Churchward had also been influenced by "black mentalists".43 It is clear that
Kieninger issued these instructions solely to cover up his tracks.
However delusional the Lemurian Fellowship's archaeological claims were, the
religion (and not the "scientific philosophy" which its believers claim it to be) that
Zitko had assembled was amazingly encompassing and comforting to many people,
and Stelle and Zitko enjoyed immediate financial success with it. 44 By 1940 the
money they raised from their fraud allowed them to move their operations from the
town of Wauwasota to a warehouse in the city of Milwaukee45, and within months
the two men would have enough money to move yet again, this time to plush digs in
southern California; California, the land of fruits and nuts.
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Around 1940 Stelle and Zitko had moved their operation from Milwaukee to Los
Angeles, with Zitko residing at 118 N. Larchmont Boulevard in Los Angeles,
California46. They held the first convention of their “Lemurian Fellowship” in the
city of Los Angeles later that year,47 working with “Mother” Mary Maier, a
colleague of Lilian V. Bense and Baird T. Spaulding, who was operating a ballroom
in Los Angeles located at 3210 West Pico Boulevard.48
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MARY MAE MAIER
These “conventions” and “conferences” are very important to all cult groups, as they
allow their participants to share and promote their delusions unhindered by any
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intrusions of reality, and “conferences” are a prominent feature of nearly all
cult/fringe groups today49. Any sane person who persists in acting “judgmental” at
these conferences, or in other words expresses any doubt or reservation at what is
being expounded by the presenters, is deemed a hateful fool, even if the presenters
openly contradict one another in their struggles for control and power over their
followers.

Zitko and Stelle’s move in 1940 to California brought them even more converts and
more financial success, and in 1941 Robert D. Stelle bought the old King Hacienda
just north of Ramona, California and moved there with his wife Hattie and his sons
Bobby and Jerry50. What appears to be water worn boulders lay perched atop the
summits of the nearby mountains, and these boulders could be viewed as physical
evidence of the “pole shifts” which Stelle and Zitko claimed to have occurred. But
the cause of these boulders is more prosaic, as they are much older boulders forced
up by plate collision, and then revealed by wind erosion. They are still very pretty to
look at.
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As the Lemurian Fellowship grew, Los Angeles lost its charm for Howard Zitko, and
he soon saw the Fellowship’s “need” for a “reception center” on Highway 67, the
road from San Diego to his partner Stelle’s hacienda in Ramona. Zitko began selling
bonds to the Lemurian Fellowship’s followers which they could only redeem after
they had reached a certain level of “spiritual advancement”, which they attained by
taking courses from Zitko and Stelle, courses paid for with money which Zitko and
Stelle used to repay the “bonds”. Following a federal investigation into this practice,
Robert Stelle split from Howard Zitko, re-writing and re-copywriting the Lemurian
Fellowship’s Teaching Lessons in his own and his wife Hattie’s name.51
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It appears that young RICHARD KIENINGER, who was under the influence of
George Starr White, became familiar with Howard Zitko and Robert Stelle’s works
in 1939, after being introduced to them by “Berkeley”, very possibly Dr. Daniels, a
36
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teacher at his high school.52 In 1944 Richard would enter college at the age of 17 but
immediately drop out. Three years later, sometime in 1947, 20 year old Richard
would visit California and stay briefly with Dr. Daniels, who was now working at the
University of Southern California in San Diego and living near to Robert Stelle and
Howard Zitko’s new base of operations in Ramona, California.53
RICHARD KIENINGER’S VISIT WITH ZITKO AND STELLE IN 1947
DURING THE EXTREMELY NASTY SPLIT BETWEEN THEM IS THE
KEY TO UNDERSTANDING HOW HE PULLED OFF HIS LATER CONS.
There is no question that Zitko felt betrayed by Stelle, and later in his life Zitko
would visit with Richard Kieninger’s followers living in Stelle Illinois, taking
particular pains to point out to them which parts of the Teaching Lessons he had
written and which parts Stelle had written. Most of Richard Kieninger’s followers
found this completely baffling, as Richard had concealed Stelle and Zitko’s bitter
split from them.54 Immediately after his partner Stelle’s theft of his work, Howard
John Zitko founded the “World University” and would write books on “tantric”
sex55. His activities in Arizona may explain many of the “new-age” insights coming
from the Sedona area today.
In 1947 Richard Kieninger immediately returned home to Chicago from San Diego
and then left on a trip to Florida with a friend who had recently come back from
military service. Kieninger would later claim that while he had been in Miami he had
met with a scholar of the “Essenes”, though who exactly this person might really
have been or what book he might really have read there is currently unknown with
any certainty. A good guess would be that while Richard was living in Miami he read
"The Aquarian Gospel of Jesus the Christ", a Theosophist fraud concocted by one
LEVI H. DOWLING, in which Dowling attempted to combine Christianity with reincarnation, ascended masters, and eastern religions.
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Richard returned to Chicago from Florida and began working with his father at a
wood working plant, and courted a girl named Sylvia. A short time later Richard met
Dorothy, a student at Northwestern University, and he married her in 1950.56
The waters seem to have cleared in San Diego, as in 1951 Richard was back there
again, studying with the Lemurian Fellowship, this time taking his new wife Dorothy
along with him.57 Richard’s earlier friendship with Howard John Zitko in 1947, the
death of Robert Stelle in 1952, and the bankruptcy of Richard’s cabinet making
business in San Diego in 195358 presented Richard with the opportunity for stealing
the Lemurian Fellowship’s religion for the first time. Kieninger founded a group he
called THE COLLEGE OF CHRISTIAN MINDS using the Lemurian Fellowship’s
Teaching Lessons as his texts.59 Now and later Richard would emphasis the
“Christian” aspects of the con he was promoting as a means of disguising its true
origins and beliefs.60
Stelle’s widow Hattie and the Lemurian Fellowship had a very tolerant view of
Richard’s efforts, as this was not the first time that someone had tried to make use of
the Teaching Lessons. After all, Stelle and Zitko had stolen their most of their
material from Baird T. Spaulding in 1936, and Robert Stelle himself had stolen
Howard Zitko’s Teaching Lessons from his partner in 1947, only a few short years
before, and Richard was aware of that theft. They all knew that Hattie’s copyright
claims on what Zitko had written were fraudulent at best.
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GEORGE ADAMSKI PROMOTES HIS UFO HOAX
Immediately before Richard Kieninger’s appropriation of the Lemurian Fellowship’s
materials they had had to deal with GEORGE ADAMSKI (1891-1965).61 Adamski
had founded THE ROYAL ORDER OF TIBET in 1934 at Laguna Beach, just up the
coast from San Diego where Stelle was busy concocting the “University Mystai
Lemuria”. In 1944 Adamski had moved his followers to a site on the road to the
Mount Palomar Observatory, where they had set up a telescope of their very own,
along with a hamburger stand.
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GEORGE ADAMSKI’S FLYING SAUCER:
THE TOP OF A CHICK BROODER FROM SEAR’S
In 1947, shortly after Kenneth Arnold’s UFO sighting, Adamski began showing the
stand’s visitors pictures of flying saucers which he claimed he had taken in 1946, the
year before Arnold’s sighting. In 1949 Adamski wrote Pioneers of Space: A Trip to
the Moon, Mars, and Venus62, a book in which he combined the spiritualists’ beliefs
in inhabitants on other planets with the ongoing UFO space craze. Adamski labeled
this book “science fiction”; but it appears that this was an effort by Adamski to
simply test the waters.
Adamski’s 1949 book led the British Theosophist DESMOND LESLIE (1921-2001)
to write a manuscript for a new book in which he combined late-1940s flying saucer
lore with a summary of Theosophical teachings regarding “ancient astronauts”,
Atlantis, Lemuria, ancient Egypt, the mythology of India, and the friendly human
inhabitants of Venus. Adamski then had his secretary stick a little bit from his earlier
science fiction book Pioneers of Space on to the end of Leslie’s manuscript, and
finally closed off his new “synthesis” with his very own claim that he had met a
Venusian. Adamski also added to his new book his very own photos of his Venusian
visitors’ spaceship, which were actually pictures Adamski photographed of the top of
a chicken brooder from a Sear’s store. Adamski personally knew FRANK SCULLY
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and SILAS NEWTON, two con artists who had pulled an identical photographic
hoax two years earlier for their book Behind the Flying Saucers (1950).
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In the fall of 1953, before having his new book printed, Adamski issued a press
release describing his “alien contact” which caused a sensation in newspapers around
the world. Adamski and Morris’s Flying Saucers Have Landed (1953) enjoyed
considerable financial success, which led to similar efforts by many imitators, and
Adamski would spend the rest of his life living off the earnings of his fraud. 63
The Lemurian Fellowship did nothing to stop George Adamski. Most likely the
reason they did nothing is because they were worried about having their own affairs
looked at closely. They also did nothing about Richard Kieninger’s new operation
THE COLLEGE OF CHRISTIAN MINDS, which was very very very small beans
compared to Adamski’s swindle. In the end THE COLLEGE OF CHRISTIAN
MINDS failed and Richard closed it down. The Lemurian Fellowship then readmitted Richard to study, following his promise that he would never never do
anything like that ever ever again.64
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THE ULTIMATE FRONTIER
THIRTY SIX year old Richard Kieninger's second theft65 of the Lemurian
Fellowship’s Teaching Lessons for his book “The Ultimate Frontier” (1961-63)
seems to have been occasioned by his return to Chicago in 1961 and his separation
from his wife of ten years, Dorothy, with whom he had had two children by now. It
also appears that his second theft of the Lemurian Fellowship’s Teaching Lessons
was immediately inspired by Gail66, Richard’s new eighteen year old girlfriend, who
he married a short time after he divorced Dorothy.67 The order of these events is
unclear, but it may have been about this time, or perhaps shortly before it in
California, that Richard discovered he could have sex with more than one woman
If Richard Kieninger was not a great writer, he was a great thief. In his second theft
of the Lemurian Fellowships’ works, Richard not only added his own messiahship to
their teachings, but he also gave specific dates in the near future for apocalypses they
had predicted in general. It is very important to remember that Richard Kieninger did
all of this knowing full well exactly how weak the Lemurian Fellowship and Hattie
Stelle’s copyright claims were on Howard John Zitko’s writings.
I was initially reluctant to include a summary of Richard’s book “The Ultimate
Frontier” at this point simply because I thought that most readers would gag and
come to a screeching halt, finding it impossible to believe that anyone ever took
anything Richard wrote seriously. But since understanding the rest of Richard’s life
requires the insertion of a summary of the book at this point, here it is:
Seven billion years ago men on the planet Klarion evolved into Archangels. These
archangels from Klarion then created stars, including our own Sun. Each solar
system has its own archangel, in our case Melchisedek, who we know as God. Every
planet in our solar system has an angelic host.
All mankind was created by the archangel Melchisedek (God) on “Lemuria” (Eden)
1,010,000 years ago, and mankind differentiated into 12 races while living there. The
planet Earth's Angels then split into 3 factions, and one third of the Earth's angels
brought on the first Pleistocene Geological period, which forced man from Lemuria
(Eden).
Ice accumulating at the Earth’s poles led to "centrifugal aberrations” which caused
crustal displacements called "pole shifts", and some mountain ranges emerged
abruptly after these "pole shifts". The geological strata mark the rises and falls of the
continents beneath the oceans in these “pole shifts”.
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“Lemuria” re-emerged from the Pacific Ocean in 76,000 BC and the first great
civilization formed there. “Katholis”, immigrant laborers largely from Central and
South America who were let into the nation of “Mu” on “Lemuria”, and “Pfrees”,
trade unionists, led to “Lemuria”’s corruption.
Note especially the names and roles given to these two groups: if they seem to reflect
early 20th century lumpen prole68 views, that is because they do.
As a result of the Katholis andPfrees actions on Lemuria, entry into the
“Brotherhoods” are now restricted to "trained" individuals.
Lemuria’s “Katholis” went on to India, where their priests set up the caste system.
Undoubtedly this was their reasoning why both Indians and Mexicans both have
brown skin.
Lemuriia’s “Pfrees”, the trade unionists, went on to the islands which would form
“Atlantis”.
The site at Tiwanaku at Lake Titicaca was a port between the Pacific Ocean and an
"Amazonian Ocean" which joined with the Atlantic Ocean. Tiwanaku was raised to
its present location by a “pole shift”.
"Lemuria" was destroyed in another “pole shift” in 24,000 BC. Following this “pole
shift” the water levels of the oceans fell, revealing the continent of “Atlantis” in the
Atlantic Ocean. The “Poseid” nation flourished on the continent of “Atlantis”.
Meanwhile, an “Osiris Civilization” formed in North Africa, an “Uighur Empire” in
the Gobi Desert, and a “Rama Empire” in India.
“Katholi” immigrants (originally the immigrant laborers let into the nation of “Mu”
on “Lemuria” from Central and South America) now corrupted the “Poseid” nation
on “Atlantis”.
“Atlantis” sank ca. 10,500-8,500 BC in yet another “pole shift”. Following the
sinking of “Atlantis”, “Poseids” under King Osiris fled to the Mediterranean area,
carrying with them a "Holy of Holies" device.
This delusion is the source for most of today’s “ancient technologies” nonsense.
The Mediterranean Sea flooded when “Atlantis” sank, and the Osiris Civilization’s
“Poseids”, along with “Poseids” from Africa, went on to found the great civilization
of Egypt. A priesthood arose in Egypt which enslaved the populace using "black
mentalist" telepathic powers.
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Meanwhile, leaders in India revolted against the “Katholis” priests there and
founded a technologically advanced “Rama Empire”. After “Atlantis” sank the
“Rama Empire” declined.
The Giza Pyramids were constructed 4,700 BC by the Hyksos, a white race from
Ethiopia. The dimensions of the Great Pyramid carry prophetic messages. The
Hyksos who constructed the Great Pyramids also emigrated to Crete, Phoenicia, and
the British Isles, and in Britain they constructed Stonehenge.
Note the racism of the early 20th century in this.
A mystery school of a ”brotherhood” existed at the Sphinx in Egypt. Akhnaten ruled
over Egypt in 1375 BC and instituted a plan he learned at this mystery school.
Various early dates for the construction of the Sphinx are promoted today. The
houses of the workers who built the complex on the Giza plateau are never shown.
Moses was born 1300 BC, and was also educated at this mystery school. Moses
wrote the Pentateuch, the first five books of the Bible, in Egyptian hieroglyphs, and
Egyptian hieroglyphics have two meanings, one literal, and another one secret,
symbolic.
This particular bit of nonsense most clearly demonstrates better than anything else
does the debt owed by all of these con men to the mistake of Abbe Brasseur, and
more particularly to the delusions of Augustus Le Plungeon.
About 600 B.C. "grey occults" working under Ezra translated the Pentateuch, the
first five books of the bible, from Moses' Egyptian into Hebrew.
In the early 1800’s, the only items widely known about early times were the Old
Testament and Plato’s “account” of “Atlantis”.
The King's Chamber of the Great Pyramid held the "Holy of Holies" device. "The
Holy of Holies" was carried in the Ark of the Covenant from the Pyramids in Egypt
to Solomon's Temple in Jerusalem.
“Ancient technologies” again.
Seven “Brotherhoods” were set up by the Archangel Melchisedek (God) for the
spiritual advancement of mankind. There are six Lesser Brotherhoods: the
Hermetic, Essene, Brahmic, Luciferian (Masonic), Rosicrucian, and Theosophist,
and one Greater Brotherhood, the Lemurian.
Christ's coming was announced by Isaiah in 700 BC. Prophets also arose from
among the various other Brotherhoods: Zoroaster the Iranian, LaoTzu the Chinese,
Mahivira the Jain, Budha the Indian, Confucius the Chinese; all arose between 630551 BC.
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Jesus provided the physical body for the Archhangel Melchisedek (God) during his
ministry on Earth as Christ. When Christ was crucified and died, Jesus re-occupied
his body and restored it to health. Jesus is living today in Western Europe, where his
body rests in a "somnolescent" condition in a protected cell.
This particular bit of nonsense may remind some readers of The DaVinci Code.
The “secret teachings” of Christ are taught by the Brotherhoods. Christ, through the
Brotherhoods, protects against “Black Mentalists”. All the current churches in the
world are anti-Christ. The greater part of the priests and ministers of the Christian
churches and most other religions are "grey occults", unwitting servants of "black
mentalists".
I’m sure this will come as news to those churches’ leaders. Note this total denigration
of all other religions, and the warnings against any and all outside appeals to reason.
These are common techniques cult leaders use to control the thinking of their
victims.69
The Masonic Brotherhood planned the United States around 4,000 BC
LePlongeon was nuts. So was Alice.
Weather extremes will precede “Armageddon”, a nuclear war, which will occur
before the year 2000. “Armageddon” will occur before the "Day of Doom", a pole
shift. Nine-tenths of mankind will die in these events.
Note the promotion of fear, another common practice of the con men who set up
cults.70
Lemuria” will re-emerge from the Pacific Ocean in a “pole shift” in the year 2000,
and the "Kingdom of God" would then be founded on “Lemuria”. After 1,000 years,
Christ will return to the Earth to rule the Kingdom of God on “Lemuria”.
Finally, Richard Kieninger claimed that the “incarnate adepts”, the “brothers” had
instructed he himself personally to establish a refuge from these apocalypses near
Chicago:
"Of all the world's population they will suffer the least, for they shall have had the
advantage of training with the Brotherhoods in the community near Chicago and
have put their wisdom into practice in preparation against the great trial."
Here Richard gave his future followers a great mission to perform, another technique
used by the con men who set up cults.71 Richard’s “revelation” was the basis for the
founding of STELLE, ILLINOIS.
In his new book Richard Kieninger also left himself an escape from any personal
responsibility. Richard claimed that the “incarnate adepts” had told him that if he
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were to fail in his tasks, others would take up where he left off. I myself note that it is
certain that con men use the cons of earlier con men who have already been exposed.
In a final act of personal irresponsibility, Kieninger published the whole load under
the pen name of EKLAL KUESHANA. This use of pseudonyms, lying about one’s
own identity, is another one of the common technique used by con artists who set up
cults.72 They do not want people to know anything about their pasts.
After failing to find a publisher, Richard persuaded Gail to sell her portfolio of stocks
to pay for the printing of the book.73
HOW TO TURN YOUR BOOK INTO A BEST SELLER
Amazingly, Richard Kieninger would ultimately sell over 250,000 copies of "The
Ultimate Frontier" (price .95 for the first edition, $1.90 for the second), selling a
copy of it to roughly 1 in every 1,000 people then living in the United States. Exactly
how he did this is still a mystery, but it appears that Richard used other information
that he had “acquired” about the Lemurian Fellowship’s operations while he had
studied with them, in particular their methods of book distribution and advertising. It
needs to be remembered again that the Lemurian Fellowship had no way of stopping
Richard, as Hattie’s ownership of John Zitko’s and Baird T. Spaulding’s writings
was shaky at best, and very likely non-existent.
Even more amazingly, of these thousands of readers, some of them would actually
believe the load Richard Kieninger had put together and answer the call in it. From
the very start Richard anticipated this, assigning the rights for "The Ultimate
Frontier" to THE STELLE GROUP, a legal entity which he set up to manage the
affairs of his future disciples.74 In doing this Richard followed closely on Robert
Stelle, who had set up the “University Mystai Lemuria”, and Robert Stelle and
Howard Zitko, who had set up the “Lemurian Fellowship”. As well as offering
protection from penalties for copyright infringement, it seems likely that this scheme
also had tax advantages.
Yet more amazingly, some of the readers of "The Ultimate Frontier" actually
showed up in Chicago to follow Richard Kieninger and build his “refuge” from the
coming apocalypses.75 Richard wasted little time in elevating and organizing the
most fervent of his believers into the “LEMURIAN BUILDERS”, who he then
assigned to sell more copies of "The Ultimate Frontier", to recruit new members, to
begin a newsletter, and very importantly, to raise money.76
Richard used the money earned from the sales of his plagiarism to finance the rental
of a large two story house in north Chicago as a center for his new followers.77 This
house had four bedrooms which Kieninger rented out to a few of them, including the
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Playboy bunny twins Kathy and Kelly Greenlee78, who certainly provided good
decoration for the Stelle Group’s residence, if nothing else.

RICHARD’S TENANT KELLY GREENLEE HARD AT WORK
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After his followers gathered in Chicago, Richard revealed to them the source of his
inspiration and had them sign pledges to take training with the Lemurian Fellowship.
But when the Lemurian Fellowship got wind of Richard’s most recent theft of their
works, they immediately sent him a letter in which they very explicitly told him that
they would never give instruction to anyone they even remotely suspected of being
associated with him.79
Kieninger read the Lemurian Fellowship’s letter to his followers and explained that
they had become “corrupt”. And this was true indeed as far as he went; but Richard
never bothered to tell them about Stelle and Zitko’s bond fraud, nor of the federal
investigation which followed it, nor of the subsequent nasty split between the two
men which had allowed him to make off with their materials. Even more amazingly,
none of Richard’s followers would stumble onto any of this for several decades to
come. Instead they accepted Richard’s explanation of “corruption”.80 I must note
here that while some people are simply stupid, other people are intentionally stupid.
Indeed, the “religion”, belief system, or coherent delusional framework, (depending
upon your point of view) which Zitko and Stelle had assembled was so powerful for
some people that Kieninger's repeated seductions of women at the Chicago house
was ignored by his followers.81 After all, Kieninger had stated in "The Ultimate
Frontier" that "the greater one's egoic advancement, the greater his intellect and
capacity for sex82", and since for his female followers no one had more “egoic
advancement” than Richard himself, this gave him free reign. Richard also put forth
the doctrine that "sexual orgasm releases an occult energy which balances certain
elements within the creative makeup of the human body"83, and evidently it was
important to Kieninger's female followers that he remain as full of "occult energy” as
he could be so that he could be "balanced".
In his seductions Kieninger usually portrayed himself as doing a divine service, since
"women must be awakened and freed for the fulfillment of the happiness which our
Angelic Creators intended for us."84 In general, women are attracted to the alpha
male in any group. And since Richard was the alpha male for his female followers,
he did not have to work too hard in his seductions, but mainly just choose from
among his female believers who he would “awaken and free for the fulfillment of
their happiness”.
More disturbingly, Kieninger would claim in future editions of "The Ultimate
Frontier" that an "astral" visitor named James had instructed him that, "A whole new
way of rearing children must be encouraged by you to prepare them from infancy
onward for deep marital satisfaction and sublime contentment as adults."85
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In 1969 Kieninger used $7,000 of his followers' money to set up a wood working
shop in Chicago. Richard would later claim that as he spent more time working at
this shop, his young wife Gail became “endeared" to one David (identified as David
Cysewski86, a man even older than Richard who was one of the Stelle Group's
Trustees.87) It seems likely that Richard used Gail’s growing indifference to him as
an excuse for his seductions at the Chicago house88: a very very “new age” way of
saying that his wife no longer “understood” him, so to speak.

THE FOUNDER
By 1970, 77 people had moved to Chicago and joined Richard’s Stelle Group, and its
original core members, his “Lemurian Builders” became the Stelle Group’s Trustees.
Richard knew it was now time to move them to the location outside of Chicago
where they would survive the collapse of the United States after its 200th anniversary
in 1976, the nuclear “Armageddon” between Israel and the Moslem nations in 1999,
and the “pole shift” of the year 2000.
But where to? Whites fleeing from Chicago’s growing African-American population
were moving to suburbs flowing to that city’s north and west, as there was a lake to
the city’s east side and the black folk were on its south side.
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Beyond the ghetto on the south side of Chicago, crop prices were low and farm
prices had fallen. Further, there had been a general depopulation of the farmlands as
modern mechanical farming required only one quarter of the people it had in the days
of the horse. Many of the small farm towns in that area were dying, if not already
dead. In short, real estate was cheap there.

In January, 1971 Richard Kieninger went into the real estate development business.
The Stelle Group purchased crop land on the plains of Illinois in the northern tip of
Ford County89 from a failed farmer for $69,000 and two years of back taxes90 This
was a location well away from the Ford County police headquartered in the southern
Ford County town of Paxton. They then had the farm land rezoned, and his followers
provided the labor to build the sewers and roads for the new community. Richard
then sold individual house lots to his followers for what they had paid for the land as
a whole.91
Richard’s followers built their community buildings, along with a wood working
plant for the manufacture of picture frames and spice racks – after all, not only was
Richard a woodworker, his father been a woodworker, just as Jesus had been the son
of a carpenter.92 In March, 1973 some 200 members of the Stelle Group moved to the
new community which Richard named in honor of Lemurian Fellowship founder and
Dr. (of osteopathy) Robert D. Stelle. Stelle himself had died twenty years earlier and
could no longer object.
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Of the 250,000 readers of Kieninger's “synthesis”, around 1,500 of them93 would end
up living on the ultimate frontier of Stelle, Illinois, with another 1,200 of them living
outside of Stelle when they were not accepted into the community itself. It appears
that applicants for residence in Stelle itself were usually rejected by the Trustees of
the Stelle Group either because the applicants either did not have enough money or
because they were insufficiently gullible94.
Among Kieninger’s followers who would arrive at Stelle several years later would be
David Hatcher Childress, who would come to play a very key role in Richard’s
future.
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A YOUNG BOY’S FATE
DAVID HATCHER CHILDRESS (born 1957) would grow up to become Richard
Kieninger’s business partner and confidant. He was the second son of Judge James
D. Childress and Ranney Moss, but while David was a young boy differences
between Ranney (a liberal) and her husband James (a conservative) led to their
separation. David would stay with his mother, a former newspaper reporter with an
interest in archaeology, who herself was the daughter of Hatcher Hughes, a Pulitzer
Prize winning dramatist. 95
It seems likely that in his early youth David could never compete academically with
his older brother James D. Childress, who would go on later in his life to become a
successful lawyer. Those talking with David today note how his attention focuses
brilliantly on one topic only to flit off in a seemingly unrelated manner to focus
brilliantly on another96, and this may perhaps to some degree explain both David’s
academic frustrations and activities. It is not that David can not do long term
planning; he can.
Following the divorce David’s mother Ranney ran her own bookstore. 97 While it is
always difficult to speculate on internal mental states, it appears that young David
retreated from his problems into the fantasy adventure world of the explorers of the
FATE magazines lovingly supplied to him by his mother at her bookstore.98

FATE magazine had been founded in 1948 by RAY PALMER (1910-1977), an
editor for the pulp magazine Amazing Stories, who had watched that magazine’s
circulation soar following its publication of "the sickest sh*t I have ever seen",
unemployed Pennsylvania welder Richard Shaver's paranoid schizophrenic ravings
about an underground race and their mind control ray. To this day David has a
fascination with the topic of "secret underground bases" and sells several books on
them, including Richard Shaver's original writings.99
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FATE magazine found its success and its way into Ranney’s bookstore after Palmer
managed to strike up a relationship with KENNETH ARNOLD100, a Seattle pilot
who in 1947 had seen UFOs.101 In the mid-1950's Ray Palmer would sell FATE
magazine to his partner Clark Fuller after he discovered the lucrative world of
publishing porn, which held a special interest for him due to his having been severely
crippled in a childhood accident.102
David's mother Ranney, who owned a bookstore, could provide young David with
any and all of the adventure books he craved, no matter how obscure they were, and
guided by FATE, it appears that young David soon found the stories of FATE’s
explorers of ancient lost cities and in the stories of Atlantis and Mu.103 It is certain
that David read at least a part of James Churchward’s “Lemuria” and “Mu” books
during this time.104
More remarkably, it appears that young David also found an outlet in the real world
in the isolation of camping in the mountains of Montana. Again, while little can be
definitively said about a person's internal mental state, it appears that in these
youthful camping trips David was emulating the exploits of his heroes, the world
explorers of FATE magazine.
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NOTICE THE INTENSITY IN RICHARD’S EYES
ON THE ROAD TO ENLIGHTENMENT
Within the Stelle community, Richard Kieninger’s followers believed him to be only
four handshakes away from Christ, and this gave him a power over his female
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followers which he exploited many, many times. Lest these women’s own roles in
these affairs be minimized, it must be kept in mind that within the Stelle community
Richard was the ultimate Alpha male, three handshakes away from God.
Richard would often present himself to his single female followers as "teaching"
them how to love, while with married women he would provide marriage
“counseling”, through some means or other often injecting himself personally into
the “counseling” process. Kieninger would use social isolation to silence and force
out of the community anyone who showed any sign of having any doubts about what
was he was doing.105
How did a middle aged nerd wearing glasses seduce all of these women? According
to Richard’s former long time associate Walter Cox, "these women have found it
necessary to enter into years of therapy to help sort things out, and by all accounts
what they most miss was Mr. Kieninger's ability to perceive, then say to them, exactly
the intimate thing they most wanted to hear...Kieninger always demonstrated a
remarkable ability to discern the fondest hopes and dreams of an individual, then
imply that these hopes and dreams could be realized if only they would go along with
him... Kieninger was a consummate practitioner of the art of mirroring back to
people exactly what they most desired to hear, and this was difficult to resist."106
The answer appears to be that Richard seduced these young women using the same
skill that he had used to establish his cult in the first place, his skill at lying, which is
a necessity for any great con man.
Most cons last for only so long before they blow. Several marriages broke up after
Kieninger had their partners "massaging" others across marital bounds, or due to his
own personal "counseling".107 At the same time, Richard was also taking community
funds and buying “massages” from his young female followers, who were being put
into a “massage school” for “vocational training”.108
THE FIRST TIME RICHARD IS THROWN OUT OF TOWN

Richard knew Gail was fed up with him, and that it was all going to blow up in his
face very soon. In October, 1973 he traveled to Arizona to meet one to one with
Howard John Zitko, the other “founder” of the Lemurian Fellowship, to get some
advice on what he should do next.109
Things reached the breaking point in 1974 when Richard Kieninger attempted to
seduce a 17 year old girl who came to Stelle seeking spiritual training.110 Amazingly,
Richard was now thrown out of Stelle by his own followers. Richard was the only
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person ever to be convicted and thrown out of town by them. Yet even more
amazingly, this was just the first of the three times Richard’s own followers would
throw him out of town.
Nine separate charges were laid against Kieninger before the Stelle Group’s
Trustees, who significantly included Richard’s wife Gail.111 On April 1, 1974
(somewhat appropriately April Fools’ Day) Richard Kieninger appeared at the
Founding Day Ball and announced to the community at large that he was stepping
down and leaving them and going to do other work for the Brotherhoods, leaving his
wife Gail and the Stelle Group’s Trustees in charge.112
The following month Richard returned to Stelle and told the community that he had
been instructed by the Brotherhoods that he was still responsible for Stelle and that
he could return to “assist” their new leaders. However, the Stelle Group’s Trustees
decided that Richard would only be permitted to contact Gail, his children, and
themselves.
Richard fled Stelle for Dallas, Texas taking along with him two of his remaining true
believers. While Richard was living with these two men in a rented apartment in the
suburbs of Dallas he began planning the establishment of another group of his
followers, and he began examining several parcels of land in the area with the
intention of buying one of them to build yet another “community”.113
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While Richard was living in that Dallas apartment he read the book “He Walked the
Americas” by the Mormon L. Taylor Hansen, in which Hansen took every corrupted
account of every prophet of the Native American peoples and understood all of them
to refer to Jesus Christ preaching in the Americas.114 As the Lemurian Fellowship
had largely been silent concerning Native Americans, Richard could easily fit
Hansen’s nonsense in with the Zitko and Stelle’s nonsense. Richard now
conveniently decided that he could persuade his followers that a parcel of Texas land
which he had already been shown, the Pawnee hunting grounds near Quinlan, Texas,
was a location which Jesus Christ had visited during travels in North America
following his taking back of mortal form after his crucifixion, and Richard set about
obtaining a piece of that land.115
Anticipating the collapse of the United States in 1976, Kieninger now also became
interested in the Republic of Texas movement. Perhaps he was looking for new
people he could con from among those who also believed the United States was
going to collapse soon.

RETURN FROM EXILE
In September of 1974 Richard showed up without warning at the monthly meeting of
the Stelle community. He told them that “John”, “one of his contacts from the
Brotherhoods”, nearly certainly Howard John Zitko116, had told him that it was
imperative that he return to Stelle and help the people living there govern their own
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affairs. By November, 1974 Richard forced the Stelle Group’s Trustees to readmit
him to the community, and then harassed them during their business meetings. On 12
April, 1975 the Stelle Group’s Trustees threw Richard out of town for the second
time.
But by this time Richard had convinced most of his followers in Stelle that the
Brotherhoods had instructed him that they were to democratically elect their leaders.
Not unsurprisingly Richard’s followers chose to believe him rather than the Trustees,
who had been covering up Richard’s sexual escapades for over a decade. Further, the
Trustee’s had insisted on rigorously keeping up Richard’s upper class pretensions.117
In June, 1975, the majority of the people living in Stelle decided that they preferred
Richard Kieninger to the Trustees, and the Stelle Group’s Trustees resigned on
August 12, 1975.
Richard was back in town. Following bitter legal actions over control of the Stelle
Group's assets, Richard's wife Gail left for Wisconsin, taking along with her about
thirty or so of the community's members. Gail’s following would fall apart roughly
two years later after they heard just one lecture on WARNER ERHARDT's Erhardt
Seminar Training.118 It appears that they did not convert to EST, but instead simply
finally understood just how badly they had been conned by both Richard and Gail.
THE FAITHFUL REMNANT
Following Richard Kieninger’s first expulsion from Stelle in 1974 many of his
believers had become disillusioned and had left. In 1976, after the United States
refused to immediately collapse, many more of them left. Other members of the
community stayed on, some of them deciding that the United States had not been
founded in 1776, others deciding that the events of 1976 were merely the beginning
of the United States’ collapse.119
To put their decisions into context, one has to remember that this was the period
following the war in Vietnam, the period of the economic chaos which followed the
first oil embargo of the 1973 Arab-Israeli war, the period of President Richard
Nixon's impeachment for the Watergate break-in, the period of the Patty Hearst
kidnapping and the police shootout with the Symbionese Liberation Army in
downtown Los Angeles. The community of Stelle, nestled among the corn and
soybean fields of Illinois, was an excellent place to avoid all of this, an excellent
place to avoid not only this ugly reality, but personal responsibility as well.
Significantly, by now most of Richard’s followers in Stelle, Illinois had come to the
conclusion that since he had failed due to his shortcomings, they themselves were the
people who were to carry out Richard’s “divine mission”.120
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THE WORLD EXPLORER
In the brief autobiographies found in his books, David Hatcher Childress claims to
have been a student of history, archaeology, comparative religion, and Mandarin at
the University of Montana.121 While this may have been quite a remarkable course
load, David neglects to tell his readers that his academic career at the University of
Montana lasted for less than a year.122
Using his parent's money, David quickly left behind the rigorous demands of
academic life to "teach English as a second language" on Taiwan. After that his
itinerary becomes less clear. In his book "Lost Cities Of China, Asia and India",
David claimed to have received money from his parents in Taiwan and then to have
left there for India. In that book he also claimed to have then flown from India to
Thailand, and there on to Hong Kong, and from there to have traveled in China and
Mongolia, leaving China via Hong Kong.123 In a different version of his itinerary
which David gave in his book "Lost Cities and Ancient Mysteries of Africa and
Arabia", he claimed to have passed through India, Afghanistan and Iran a month or
so before his arrival in Turkey.124 In a later interview David claimed that he now
went to work in a Kibbutz in Israel,125 while in yet another version of his itinerary
David claimed that he worked in a sporting goods store in apartheid South Africa in
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1978-1979 and explored southern Africa "before" returning to India and the
Himalayas.126
There is no question that the money David received from his parents ran out during
his first visit to Katmandu. "It was in Katmandu that I really became aware that I
could make it on my own." After receiving yet more money from his parents, David
moved on to the Near East and Africa.127 In Africa David's parent's money ran out
once again and he found work with an oil company's commissary.128
According to David’s close friend and Kieninger disciple Morrell “Morrey”
Chambers III, David read Richard Kieniner’s book "The Ultimate Frontier" while
working in Africa,129 and David would later state that he received a copy of
Richard’s book from a Peace Corps volunteer in Kenya.130
There is no doubt that David became a convert to Richard Kieninger’s cult, as in the
bibliography of his first book "A Hitchiker's Guide to the Africa and Arabia",
David would write from Stelle, Illinois: "The Ultimate Frontier; Eklal Kueshana
(Richard Kieninger's psuedonym, though David did not reveal that to his readers),
1963, Stelle Group. This classic metaphysics novel of the 60's has been revised,
expanded, and reissued. From the Great Pyramid to the Council of Seven, no one
book ever put it all together like this one. Fans of Raja Yoga should be inspired by
the mysterious Dr. White." More precisely to the point, David dedicated his first
book to “the Builder" (Richard Kieninger) and his "teachers".131
Following his conversion to Richard’s cult in Kenya, the first thing David appears to
have done was to return to Asia to visit the archaeological sites important to the
Lemurian Fellowship’s Teaching Lessons. David would tell Mike Sula of the
Chicago Review, “By this time my parents were starting to get a little pissed off,
because instead of coming home I went back to India,” “My mom came to make sure
I wasn’t some heroin addict in the back alleys of Bombay.”132 In this 2006 interview
David placed his visits to China and Mongolia shortly after his mother Ranney
showed up in India, undoubtedly bringing with her more money for her son yet once
again.
David would tell Sula that he then went home and began driving around the US, but
he had written earlier that he departed from Africa for the islands of the Pacific.133
Given the importance of "Mu" and "Lemuria" in Kieninger's theology, it is
understandable that at that time David might have headed for the South Pacific to
visit the megalithic ruins there.
It is known today as a fact that the megalithic ruins of the Pacific Islands are not the
remainders of a sunken continent of "Mu" or "Lemuria" which sank beneath the
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Pacific Ocean ca. 24,000 BC, but instead the remains of a megalithic people washed
away by an impact mega-tsunami sometime around the year 1443 AD.134 The date of
their disappearance is firmly known from the radiocarbon dates of their remains.135

RICHARD’S NEW TOWN: ADELPHI
By 1982 Richard Kieninger managed to raise enough money to buy the land “where
Jesus walked” near Quinlan, Texas and he now used one of his monthly visits to
Stelle to persuade some 30 of his most gullible followers to leave Illinois and join
him there to found the ADELPHI ORGANIZATION.136
Hopelessly betrayed by Richard, at this point Kieninger’s few remaining believers in
Stelle renewed their decision that they themselves were the actual keepers of the
Lemurian faith and they formed the Stelle Community Association137. While this
nominally looked like any other community association, it was important to them to
keep up appearances. They dropped belief in their religion as a prerequisite for living
in the community of Stelle itself, and also dropped the requirement that Stelle
residents tithe a part of their income to their religion.138 In their new covenant they
also included a Provision D which held that “No obnoxious, excessively noisy, or
offensive activity shall be carried on by any person on any lot, nor shall any person
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suffer anything to be done or engage in any activity on any lot which is a nuisance or
is intended to be a nuisance to other residents of the subdivision.”139
Although after 1982 Richard Kieninger usually lived with his most devoted followers
at the Adelphi Community in Texas, he continued to visit Stelle to give his lectures,
staying at a farmhouse outside of the community when he did so. When he visited
Stelle Richard vigorously continued his "love counseling", assigning partners across
marital bonds. During this period Stelle became very "free sex", with 57 year old
Richard seducing around ten younger women.140
While some of Richard’s followers were beginning to feel betrayed by his continuing
sexual predations, others were gradually beginning to realize how stupid he really
was. In short, Kieninger’s cons were catching up with him. Normally, a cult might
have long since collapsed under the weight of personal defects of the magnitude of
Richard’s, but Richard had protested from the very outset that he was too flawed to
fulfill the tasks that the “Brothers” had assigned him, and the appeal of the belief
system which Zitko had assembled was very strong for some people.
By 1983, Stelle was descending into hedonism, and was becoming known locally as
a “bedroom community”141. As W.K. C. Guthrie pointed out long ago in his book
Orpheus and Greek Religion, “Any religion which involves the doctrine of
transmigration (reincarnation), with its absorption in soul history is almost bound to
be...the height of individualism.”142, and in the case of Stelle, Illinois, with the
religion gone, “individualism” emerged in full force.
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DAVID HATCHER CHILDRESS ARRIVES IN STELLE
It appears that after David Hatcher Childress returned to North America he
convinced his parents that he was going to go back to college, this time at the
University of Illinois in Champaign, and he then moved into Stelle, bringing along
with him Stephanie, his girlfriend from Champaign.143
Since David appeared in Stelle showing up more of less straight from the Pacific
with evidence that everything that Richard had taught was true, that there really had
been a “Lemuria” and a “Mu”, it would be something of an understatement to say
that he was more than welcomed by Kieninger’s followers. After all, David had with
him physical evidence sufficient to prove to them that they had not been cheated out
of the last several years of their lives by a con man using a lot of nonsense.
David had no problem renting a room from the new Stelle Group in their community
building, 144 as his slide shows of his tours of the Lemurian Fellowship’s “sacred”
sites left them delighted.145 For David, this was a different kind of religion, one in
which the beer flowed plentifully and there were plenty of confused young willing
women about. And if there was one skill which David had acquired during his
wanderings around the world, it was how to party. David’s relationship with
Stephanie ended soon after his arrival in Stelle.146
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And David still believed it all, or at least claimed to. Living in this extremely
supportive environment, David began to write. On the basis of three sample chapters
he pounded out on a typewriter, working from a handwritten draft he had assembled
over the preceding years, and armed with his entertaining travel stories, David sold
"A Hitchhiker’s Guide to Africa and Arabia" to Chicago Review Press, whose
editors actually expected to receive a rather utilitarian hitchhiker’s guide to Africa
and Arabia from him. The editors were amazed at what David finally gave them and
demanded that he remove much of the theosophist nonsense from it.147 None the less
they published the book in 1984; after all, they’d already paid for it.148
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Whatever else one may think of him, there is no question that David is a great travel
writer. Yes, David is a great writer, if by that you mean someone who is able to make
claims that are absolute rubbish sound plausible.
How did he do it? David threw the rubbish in alongside the world's true
archaeological curiosities. By definition curiosities are curious, and thus entertaining,
as man is a curious species. These archaeological curiosities are exactly the materials
from which Augustus Le Plongeon and his successors had created their “histories”,
their coherent delusional frameworks. Of course, the ordinary can be made extraordinary as well, if viewed from an extra-ordinary perspective.
Once the premise of remarkable but true has been established, it can be used in many
ways by a skillful writer. The trick here is to establish a suspension of rational
thought (suspension of disbelief) and then to maintain it for several hundred pages,
or for a television series.
This is not simply a good trick, it is a great one. If to start out with one has the right
prop for the trick, such as a completely connected coherent framework of delusions,
for example the "histories" of the Lemurian Fellowhip and other theosophists, then
the trick is much much easier to perform. As with all tricks, the audience must have
absolutely no idea of any prop being used.
And the reviewers agreed: “An adventurer cuts loose... a cut above most of its
genre” – The Oakland Tribune; “One long quest and adventure, of chance meetings
and inevitable partings, meals relished and hotels endured, camel caravans caught
and busses missed – spun through with his eclectic gleanings (actually Richard
Kieninger’s and his predecessor’s eclectic gleanings) from obscure works of
archaeology, history and explorers’ diaries. Also woven throughout the books, in a
crazy quilt jumble of innocent and hard bitten savvy, are reflections on the people
and places he has encountered... There is a disarming casualness and a kind of
festive, footloose fancy to his tales that are utterly beguiling”- The San Franciso
Chronicle; “...an offbeat travel guide that is fun to read even if you don’t have plans
to duplicate author David Hatcher Childress’s remarkable journey. A thoughtful
young man, Childress tells a good story and his book is lively and interesting.” – The
Washington Post
In short, Le Plongeon had started it all off more than a century earlier, Zitko and
Stelle had gathered the whole load together all in one place, and Richard Kieninger
had stolen it from them. Over the following decades David Hatcher Childress would
go on to re-cycle it with considerable financial success.
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As a means of escaping serious examination, David always presented his books as
"fun" and not to be taken seriously. And as David’s long time handy man Johann
Wallette points out, "If Dave ever gets into treatment, they're going to be amazed.
There's drinking and [sex] on every other page."149 Perhaps this “fun” is the key
reason why David’s first armchair bound reviewers found his books so entertaining.
David not only created imaginary itineraries for his books, placing his real visits
where they would do the most good for the story at hand, but he also used sometimes
imaginary/sometimes real traveling companions to introduce various “fringe” ideas,
a technique which allowed him to mention other authors' works without the proper
acknowledgement usually expected. An additional benefit of the use of this
distancing technique is that David never offended any of these "researchers" or their
followers, no matter how insane they were.
Besides his use of imaginary “traveling companions”, another technique David used
in his writings was the phrase "one theory is...".
Importantly, all of these techniques allowed David to use the works of others without
the formal proper acknowledgement usually found in non-fiction writing. But then
Kieninger, Zitko, Stelle, Spaulding, and Bense had all established precedent for this.
As far David’s original thinking goes, as David puts it, "Once its out there, its fair
game".150
The recent case by Michael Baigent and Richard Leigh, the authors of “Holy Blood,
Holy Grail” against Dan Brown, the author of "The Da Vinci Code" show the effect
of this on other authors. Brown admitted in his deposition for the case that both he
and his wife had read David Hatcher Childress's books on the Templars – in other
words, Brown admitted that he had read David’s summary of Baigent and Leigh’s
work.151
Finally, David's literary techniques and skills were there from the start, skills which
had been thoroughly encouraged and honed by his mother, and developed through
many years of reading in her bookstore. In sum, David’s writing was immensely
entertaining, as David's imaginary world was always more interesting than the real
one.
David's used illustrations by his younger half brother John Moss to illustrate "A
Hitchhiker's Guide to Africa and Arabia"152, and John would join David in Illinois a
few years later.
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ADELPHI
When Richard Kieninger’s followers arrived in Texas from Stelle they found a piece
of land with tarred roads and a pumphouse. By now Richard had moved from an
apartment and was living in a house in Dallas, and his believers took other lodging in
the area while they attended the classes Richard held nearby. At those meetings
Kieninger told them that he was not happy with the pace at Adelphi, and he put them
to work developing the property, and they set about constructing a community
building and putting curbs along the roads to make them look more substantial.153
A STELLAR IDEA
In his book The Ultimate Frontier Richard Keininger had combined George Starr
White’s spiritualist physics with modern spin physics to give the whole load a more
“scientific” tone, throwing into his book another item which mystified most people
simply because they did not understand it. It may possibly be that Richard possessed
a photographic memory, and when asked about anything would simply “read” it back
in answering.
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Kieninger’s effort in physics resulted in yet another bright young shining light
showing up in Richard’s community at Stelle alongside David Hatcher Childress. A
“30 year old uptight virgin” when he arrived in Stelle154, BILL DONOVAN believed
that he could use “Tesla technology” to produce free energy and build anti-gravity
devices, and Donovan had spent years of his life researching these topics before he
arrived at Stelle.
While the Stelle community had long thought they would use dirigibles for their
move to “Lemuria” during the “pole shift” of the year 2000, Donovan proposed to
them that they use an anti-gravity craft to make the move: after all, their dirigibles
would undoubtedly be destroyed in the storms caused by the “pole shift”.155 From
Richard Kieninger’s perspective, Donovan’s work presented something of a
challenge to his authority in the field of physics, just as David’s expertise presented a
challenge to his authority in the field of the ancient past.
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BILL DONOVAN TODAY
As for David, he had moved out of his room in the Stelle community center and into
a room in a private house he shared with Steven Piper, Richard Drake156, Morrell
“Morrey” Chambers III, and Ned “Ed” Chesik. Known as the “Batchelor House”,
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the house also became known by some around the community as the “Bullshit
House”157. Given that the community was Stelle, this was really saying something.
According to Morrell "Morrey" Chambers III, whose parents had been among
Stelle’s founders, it became clear to David during his negotiations with Chicago
Review Press for “A Hitchhiker’s Guide to Africa and Arabia” that the money was
to be made in publishing, not in writing.158 Further, before they would print his
book, the editors of Chicago Review Press had insisted to David that he cut out some
of the more insane theosophist nonsense in it.159
Now far as self publishing went, Richard Kieninger was thoroughly familiar with the
process, as he had self published and self distributed his own books from his very
start in the religion business in San Diego in 1953,and in 1963 had self published and
self distributed his book “The Ultimate Frontier”. Somehow Richard, David, and
Bill now came up with a business plan: David would conduct tours for Richard’s
followers with Richard as the featured speaker to the Lemurian Fellowship’s “holy”
sites, and together they would then use the money raised by these tours to finance
the production of David’s books and films as well as Bill Donovan’s experiments
with “anti-gravity” and “alternative energy” devices.
David apparently contacted his brother James D. Childress, who was by now a
practicing attorney, to handle the legal matters, and he filed the papers for THE
STELLAR RESEARCH INSTITUTE in Colorado.160 In the filing the announced
goals of the Stellar Research Institute appear to have been ”to provide a vehicle for
the open research and development of “alternative energies”, advanced aerospace
possibilities, investigations into the world grid and ancient mysteries.”161 David’s
brother James also appears to have realized the problems with Richard, as he set up
the ADVENTURES UNLIMITED travel company for his brother’s tours with
Richard as a business entirely separate from the Stellar Research Institute, and set up
ADVENTURES UNLIMITED PRESS to publish his books and films as yet another
entirely separate business. There is no question but that in doing this David’s brother
James had better insight into Richard Kieninger’s character than David did.
David’s Adventures Unlimited’s tours with Richard were to be advertised to his
followers by the Stelle Newsletter, the monthly newsletter of the Stelle Group.162
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ABANDONED IN THE ANDES
David’s first trip to South America was a trip 1983163 to the ruins of Tiwanaku at
Lake Titicaca in Peru, which Richard’s followers believed were the remains of a port
between the Pacific Ocean and an "Amazonian Ocean" before “Lemuria" was
destroyed by a pole shift in 24,000 BC. He was preparing for what would be his
second tour with Richard.
David brought a portable video-cassette recorder along164 as he intended for his new
publishing company not only to sell books but to make and distribute videos as well.
David's guide simply abandoned him in the Andes and the video came to naught.165
David began work on his third book for his own publishing house, "Lost Cities &
Ancient Mysteries of South America", this book written back in Stelle on Bill
Donovan’s Apple II+ computer instead of on a typewriter.166
While organizing and promoting his tour to Egypt with Richard, David wrote up his
travels to China, Mongolia and India as "Lost Cities of China, Central Asia, and
India: a Traveler’s Guide", his first book for his new publishing house, Adventures
Unlimited Press. In less than a year David had written his first two books using a
typewriter, not a computer.167 Of course, in writing both of these books David had
always had the research of the Lemurian Fellowship to draw on both directly and
indirectly, which made writing them very much easier.168
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CHEAPER RENT IN KEMPTON
Sometime in the next few years David moved from Stelle to the nearby farm town of
Kempton, where for half the rent he was paying for his room in the group house in
Stelle he took over the house lease of a fellow Kieninger follower169 who had left the
area for one reason or another.170
David was not only a great travel writer, he was also a master at marketing. David
now began to load his car with books and visit the small specialized bookstores
which existed throughout the nation at the time.171 In the days before today's large
book discount chain stores, there were many of these small specialized bookstores. It
may be that David received a list of these bookstores from his mother Ranney, who
herself owned a bookstore, or it may be that he received a list of them from Richard
Kieninger, who had in turn had probably originally obtained information on them
from the Lemurian Fellowship. He met with particular success with bookstores
located in New York City and San Francisco.172
It is certain that David received the mailing list of Richard Kieninger’s followers
from the Stelle Group to promote the Stellar Research Institute tours.173 At this point
the mailing lists were composed of paper lists which were copied with a Xerox
copying machine onto sheets of sticky labels. The finished labels were then peeled
off the sheets by hand and pasted onto the mailings.174
Besides these channels of distribution, David also used a “Publisher’s Network” to
handle the distribution of his books to bookstores. Finally, David included in each of
his books’ back pages advertisements and information for ordering his other books
directly from him.175
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RICHARD TOURS EGYPT
David’s first tour with Richard and his followers was in May, 1984 to the Pyramids
in Egypt, which the Lemurian Fellowship held to have been built in 4,700 BC by the
Hyksos, a white race from Ethiopia, to house the Holy of Holies device which King
Osiris had carried from “Atlantis” when it had sank in 10,500 BC. As Robert Stelle
and Howard Zitko had also claimed that the Sphinx at the foot of the Pyramids had
been the site of a mystery school at which the Pharaoh Akhnaten had studied, and
Richard had told his followers that he himself was a reincarnation of Akhnaten, the
site held special importance for all of them.176
At this time Richard and David traveled to Arizona to meet with Howard John Zitko
to discuss a film script they had written together entitled The Ultimate Frontier.
Childress asked Zitko many questions, and Zitko simply lied to him.177
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Richard’s tour of Egypt to visit the Pyramids178 helped to fund David's second tour of
South America that winter and his re-write of his first book "A Hitchhiker’s Guide
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to Africa and Arabia", which was owned by Chicago Review Press, as "Lost Cities
& Ancient Mysteries of Africa & Arabia" (1986) for his own Adventures Unlimited
Press.

A PLAYBOY MEETS HIS FATE
1985 was a pretty good year for HARRY OSOFF. While Harry could always make
good money programming computers, ever since his wife had thrown him out, taking
their 5 year old daughter along with her, instead he was letting his artistic side
develop in photography.179 As these were the days before digital cameras, when
capturing an image with chemicals was pretty challenging if it was to be done right:
the right light, the right camera, the right lens, the right light setting, the right film,
the right developing, the right paper or slide, the right props, the right costumes and
props, the right pose, and most importantly, the right model.
Now Harry Osoff’s roommate worked as a receptionist at Playboy magazine in
Chicago, and since the young women applying to be Playboy Bunnies needed to
have a portfolio of photographs taken beforehand, she gladly pointed them in Harry’s
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direction. She could do this by simply extending her finger, as Harry spent most of
his “working” days hanging out at her office. I suppose it was fortunate for Harry
that Playboy’s publisher Hugh Hefner never learned of his “job”, for if he had of he
might have resigned the editorship of the magazine right there and then and taken it
for himself.
One afternoon in the office Harry overheard a young fellow complaining: he had
visited the Playboy offices to pitch an article promoting his books, and now he could
not find his car. Harry accompanied the aspiring author back to where he had parked
his car and immediately observed that the visitor had failed to notice the tow away
zone sign marking the parking space. After making a call to the impound lot from
Playboy’s offices, Harry took the young man to retrieve his car.
Harry found the lost visitor both interesting and charming, and that afternoon he
began a friendship with aspiring author David Hatcher Childress which would last
for decades.180
STELLE’S OWN FLYING SAUCER
In the meantime Bill Donovan used the money he obtained from Richard and
David’s tour to build an “anti-gravity craft”. No one ever saw this craft get off the
ground, but they did see the children of Stelle ride around the community’s
sidewalks on it’s four tiny wheels.181
Bill Donovan’s other project182 to move forward the “Great Plan” was the
construction of a “Tesla” static electric power generator and a “magic motor”.183 By
this time the Stelle community’s wood working shop had spawned a plastic frame
manufacturing plant in the near-by town of Cabery, and just as David had moved
from Stelle to Kempton, Donovan moved from Stelle to Cabery, where larger
facilities were available for his work.184
REVOLT IN TEXAS
Richard could not make the May tour to South America. In Texas Richard continued
to con women out of sex. This time he was more careful, swearing each of his
partners to a vow of secrecy before having sex with them.185
By now some of Richard’s followers in Texas had decided that they had had enough,
and in 1985 they banded together to remove Richard as a Trustee of the Adelphi
Organization’s land trust. They filed suit against Richard in Dallas County Court,
and Richard had to return from Stelle to Texas to defend himself there. 186 In the end
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Richard won the case and continued to lead the Adelphi Organization, but he had lost
more of his followers.187

RICHARD’S SECOND EXPULSION FROM STELLE
It wasn’t Richard’s “love counseling” that led the Stelle Group Trustees to expel him
from the community for the second time. Even though more marriages in Stelle had
begun to collapse after Kieninger's “love counseling” during his monthly visits, and
ultimately about half of the marriages in Stelle community would break-up, his
followers reasoned that “marriages break up everywhere, don’t they?”188
No, Richard’s followers booted him out of Stelle for the second time because he had
taken donation checks made out to them, “The Stelle Group”, and cashed them using
a signature stamp reading “The Stelle Group, Texas”.189 At least that’s what the
Trustees of the Stelle Group claim.
Following Richard’s victory over the trustees of the Adelphi Organization in court in
Texas, the Adelphi Organization’s Trustees set up a meeting with the Stelle Group’s
Trustees to try Richard for his behavior. Confronted over his indiscretions by the
trustees of both groups, Richard agreed to take a “leave of absence”.190
At this point one of Richard’s girlfriends in Texas got hold of the Stelle Group’s
mailing list and sent out a request to all of its recipients that they stop making
donations. Money going to both groups dried up immediately.
UNLIMITED ADVENTURES
“Adventure is just bad planning.”
- Norwegian polar explorer Roald Amundsen.
During the expulsion proceedings at Stelle Richard’s business partner David Hatcher
Childress wrote a letter to the Stelle Group in Richard’s defense, in which David
claimed that Zitko had given Richard explicit instructions to found Stelle.191
The Stelle Group’s Trustees also cancelled David Hatcher Childress’s tour to South
America with Richard, and refused to advertise his tours in the Stelle Newsletter ever
again. “I got screwed. I got screwed”, David protested. He had already printed up
brochures and flyers for his next tour with Richard, and he had even lined up
cameramen, and now the trustees of the Stelle Group had “pulled the rug out” from
under him.192
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With the reservations already made for David’s tour with Richard to the ruins of
Tiwanaku at Lake Titicaca in Peru, David still had to lead that tour. But David
needed someone to take book orders for him while he was traveling, and he gave his
new friend from Chicago Harry Osoff a call. For some mysterious reason Harry left
the Playboy office in Chicago and came down to miniscule farm town of Kempton,
Illinois.

While David was gone in South America David’s cousin Richard Childress showed
up in Kempton and bought David a new Mac II for his operation. As David’s family
had already done previously, they would regularly provide him with money over the
years to come whenever he got himself into a jam, which with David was very nearly
all of the time.193
Harry took the mailing lists and order lists and set up an inventory and customer
information system using Filemaker on the new Mac II, and he also installed a copy
of Adobe’s Pagemaker program on the new computer.194 At the same time Harry also
got David out of his sublease rental and arranged with the house’s owner for David
to buy the house from him for $10,000.195 Perhaps David’s mother and father
provided money to him yet once again for this purchase, particularly since David had
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used his younger half-brother John Moss’s illustrations for "A Hitchhiker's Guide to
Africa and Arabia".196

RANNEY’S BOKSTORE ON LEFT
When David returned from his trip to South America, Harry took off for Los
Angeles. On his way west Harry stopped over with David’s mother Ranney, who had
moved to Sedona, Arizona, and moved her bookstore to the nearby town of
Cottonwood. While in Cottonwood Harry picked up an assignment to photograph a
women’s athletic meet in Tucson, where he met Betsy Beard, and she held his
interest right then and there. Harry would remain with Betsy in Arizona for the next
several years, returning to Kempton whenever David needed him to do computer
work.
THE FIRST MAIL ORDER CAMPAIGN
OF THE STELLAR RESEARCH INSTITUTE
David and Bill had decided to go into the mail order book business on their own.
They put together a four page flyer and mailed it out using the mailing list which
Richard had provided to David to promote his tours, the list of addresses which Bill
Donovan had compiled over the years, and Cadake Industries’ mailing list,197 all of
which Harry had put into a Filemaker database. Besides David’s "Lost Cities of
China, Central Asia, and India: a Traveler’s Guide", "Lost Cities & Ancient
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Mysteries of South America", and "The Anti-Gravity Handbook", the flyer offered
Randolfo Rafael Pozo’s “The Face on Mars: evidence for a lost civilization”, Bruce
Cathie’s “The Bridge to Infinity: Harmonic 371299”, and the Earthstar grid map
and globe, a paper cutout model.198
Richard’s “The Ultimate Frontier” was not among the books which they offered for
sale. This was because Richard’s followers in Stelle held the copyright to The
Ultimate Frontier, which Richard had assigned to them many years before at the
very start of his new con.
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DAVID BOUNCES BACK:
VOYAGE TO LEMURIA
While Richard was finished, thanks to David’s brother James Childress’s foresight
David’s own ADVENTURES UNLIMITED tour company and ADVENTURES
UNLIMITED PRESS were not.
In December, 1985 David Hatcher Childress returned to the island of Ponape in the
Pacific, the site of the megalithic ruins of Nan Madol, remains which the Lemurian
Fellowship believed had been left from “Lemuria” after it sank in the pole shift of
74,000 BC. David led a group of 13 of Richard’s followers on this trip, which he
claimed in a newspaper interview was funded by the Stellar Research Institute. 199
More accurately, the trip was funding both the Stellar Research Institute and David’s
own Adventure’s Unlimited Press.
In the same newspaper interview David named the Stellar Research Institute’s leader
as “Winston Whitaker”200, a fictitious name which he had come up with for himself
to answer the telephone with. David discovered early on that he really did not want
to spend time answering questions about the “facts” in his books with some of the
people who called in on the telephone number he gave out for ordering them.201
David also used the newspaper interview to promote what would become his next
book, "The Anti-Gravity Handbook" (1985), 202 which was largely based on the
research which Bill Donovan had accumulated over many years work.203 While Bill
Donovan contributed his original research for the book, David’s contributions were
mainly paraphrases of the works of others, including in particular paraphrases of
comments on anti-gravity by Arthur C. Clarke from his Profiles of the Future
(1963), information from Brian Deyo’s book Moongate, comments on “the face on
Mars” from Randolfo Rafael Pozo’s “The Face on Mars: evidence for a lost
civilization”, and thoughts on the mythic vimanas of India from Shastra Aeronatics
by Maharishi Bharadwaaja (1979 English translation by G.R. Joyser). In short, David
paraphrased books distributed by KEN MACNEIL’S CADAKE INDUSTRIES book
distribution operation of Clayton, Georgia as his contribution to the volume. He had
become aware of this distributor and these books through Bill Donovan.
As always, David took special care to keep his own finances separate from those of
both the Stellar Research Institute and Bill Donovan’s. The Anti-Gravity Handbook
went out under the Adventures Unlimited Press logo carrying the credit “compiled
by D. Hatcher Childress”, with scant credit given to Donovan.204
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ANTI-GRAVITY FALLS TO EARTH
Before Harry left for Arizona, he used the Pagemaker desk top publishing program to
set up the Stellar Research Institute’s second newsletter, 205although it appears that
this newsletter was never mailed out. A dispute occurred between David and Bill
Donovan over the money of the Stellar Research Institute, as well as over the money
made from the sales of “The Anti-Gravity Handbook”. The two ended up parting
ways, and the Stellar Research Institute came to an end.206
Bill Donovan would never be able to get his “Tesla technology” devices to work, and
he would leave the area a short time later, following an affair with another man’s
wife.207
IT ALL TURNS TO SHIT FOR RICHARD
Worse was to come for Richard. Both the Stelle Group and the Adelphi Organization
had been seeking donations to buy the island of “Philadelphia” in the Pacific as a
refuge from the coming pole shift, and Richard had earlier told the trustees of both
groups that the reason he used the name “Philadelphia” was because he was afraid
that if anyone knew of their interest in the island its price would go up. During their
hearings the trustees demanded that Kieninger identify the island, and he told them
the island did not exist and that the “Philadelphia” story had simply been a
smokescreen for raising money for the Adelphi community.208
Within a few hours the trustees for both groups realized that they were guilty of mail
fraud, as for years they had been using US mail to raise money for the Philadelphia
Fund, and they themselves could possibly be thrown in prison for many years for
their efforts on Richard’s behalf. They immediately transferred the “Philadelphia
Fund” to another bank and hired both an accountant and an attorney.
When the Stelle Group’s Trustees kicked Richard out of Stelle for the second time in
1986, they forbade him from returning even to give his monthly lectures, the
“Brotherhoods”’s explicit instructions to Richard about his mission there not
withstanding.209
@2006-2014 E.P. Grondine ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
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